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Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to extend various known results in

operator ergodic theory to give a direct approach to pointwise ergodic theorems.

The main step in this approach is a maximal ergodic theorem (Theorem 1), which

is a generalization of the result given in [1]. A corollary (Theorem 2) of this theorem

is Chacon's ergodic theorem [6] for positive operators which contains both

Birkhoff's ergodic theorem [2] (or, more generally, Dunford-Schwartz's theorem

[9] for positive contractions) and Chacon-Ornstein's ratio ergodic theorem [4].

Theorem 1 is also used to obtain the identification of the limit in a straightforward

way. In the final part of the paper Theorem 2 is generalized to nonpositive operators

to give a direct proof of Chacon's general ergodic theorem [6].

Definitions and basic lemmas. Let (X, !F, /n) be a cx-finite measure space and

Lx =Lx(X, ¿F, fi) the Banach space of equivalence classes of integrable complex

valued functions on X. The elements of Li will be identified by their representative

functions and the relations between them will be considered holding up to sets of

zero measure. Li is the positive cone of Lu consisting of nonnegative Li-functions.

All subsets of X considered in this paper are measurable either by assumption or

construction.

Let T be a contraction on L1; i.e., a linear operator T: Lx -*■ Lx for which

ll^ll ̂  1 with the usual definition of the norm of an operator on a Banach space.

We denote by t a positive contraction on Lx, i.e., a contraction such that

tLÎ^LÎ.
If F={f0,fuf2,...} is a sequence of complex valued functions on X and a is a

complex number then aF={ot/0, a/i, a/2,...}, SnF= 2íí=o/fc, « ^ 0 and SCCF= 2k = ofk

(a.e.), if it exists. For an Li-function/, let/T = {/> Tf, T2f, • •.} and Sn(f, T) = SnfT.

Definition 1. A sequence P={p0,pup2,...} of nonnegative, finite and

measurable functions on X is called T-admissible (or, simply, admissible) iffeLx,

mO and l/l ÚPn imply that \Tf\ ¿Pn+1.
Admissible sequences have been introduced by Chacon [6], to give a mutual

generalization (Theorem 6 of the present paper) of the Chacon-Ornstein theorem

[4] and the Hopf-Dunford-Schwartz theorem [9]. Note that if fe Li then

/={/, t/, t2/ ...} is a T-admissible sequence. For other examples of admissible

sequences we refer to [6].
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Throughout this paper P = {p0,Pi,P2, • • •} will denote an admissible sequence.

We note that, if a^O, aP is also an admissible sequence. Also, if feLx and

l/l ̂  2f- »ft,(0a"â »') then 17JI á 2f.V+1 Pu-
The following lemma was first given, in a slightly different form, in [4]. In the

following we indicate an outline of its proof and refer the reader for a complete

proof to [4], [11], and [12].

Lemma 1. For anyfe Lu limn_ „ (Tnf¡SnP) = 0 a.e. on the set {x | 0 < S«, P(x)}.

Proof. Assume that/eL^ and let, for a fixed e>0, En be the support of

(r»f-eSnPy.

Then one can obtain that

00 *•

n = 1 JE,
p0  <  CO,

from which the proof follows.

Let Ee^". Associated with t, P, and Edefine a possibly finite sequence

A = {a0, au a2,. ■ ■}

of measurable functions as follows :

a0 = XPo,

(*)
an pn-  2 T^n-i «^ 1,

where % is the characteristic function of E. An induction argument shows that the

functions an are nonnegative. The sequence A is infinite if it consists of Li-functions.

Otherwise it terminates with the first function which does not belong to L^

Definition 2. We let Q£(P) = J,k J" ak, (O ̂  fíB(P) ^ oo) where {a0, alt...} is given

by (*) and the summation is taken over the set of indices k for which ak is defined.

Iffe LI we write Q.E(f) instead of ßE(/T).

We note that Q£(aP) = aüE(P) for any aâO, ílE(f)£\\f\\ for any/e¿í and

Q£(P)=0 if and only if ,S,ooP=0 a.e. on £.

A maximal ergodic theorem. The following theorem, which will be fundamental

for the rest of this paper, is an extension of an ergodic lemma [1] to admissible

sequences. Since its proof is similar to the proof given in [1], here we give only an

outline.

Theorem 1. Let E eIF and consider two r-admissible sequences P={po> Pi> ■ ■ ■}
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and Q={q0,1x, ■ ■ ■}■  Then lim supn-.„o (SnP—SnQ)^0 a.e. on E implies   that

For the proof we need the following

Lemma 2. Let £sf and let A'= {a'0, a[,...} be a sequence of nonnegative measur-

able functions such that a'0^xPo ond ifa'0,a'x,...,a'n-xeLx then

a'n  ^  xiPn-  2 Tka'n-kj,

where x is the characteristic function of E. Then J" SXA' ^ &E(P)-

Proof. Assuming £i£(P) < oo we can define

n

bn  = Pn~  2 ^n-k, «  ^  0.
k = 0

An induction argument shows that a corresponding sequence

n

b'n =Pn~  2 rka'n-k, »^0
fc = 0

is also defined and (b'n — ¿>n)'s are nonnegative Li-functions for all n^O. Now

consider Gn = J [(SnA — SnA') — (b'n - bn)]. Then one obtains that G0=0 and

Gn^Gn + 1 for all n£0 which shows that 0^Gn, or j SnA'^ J" 5n^4 for all n^0.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let y, be the characteristic function of E. Assuming

°-B(P)<oo, we define a sequence R={rQ, rl3 r2,...} as follows:

'"o = XPo A Co,

r» = x(pn- 2 »*""M A (tfo-^-i/?),      » à 1.
\ fc = 0 /

Lemma 2 shows that these functions are in Li+ and j SaiR¿Q.E(P). Using the

hypotheses on P and Q one obtains that J S00R = xq0, hence x?o á ÍMP).

Let C={c0, Cx, c2,...} be the sequence associated with t, Q, and E, as defined

by (*), so that QE(Q) = 1k J Cjc- In the previous paragraph we obtained that

J" c0^£2E(P). An induction argument, analogous to that given in [1], shows that,

if | SnC£ Q.E(P) then J" Sn+1C& Q-E(P), hence completes the proof of the theorem.

A ratio ergodic theorem for admissible sequences is a direct consequence of

Theorem 1.
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Theorem 2. Let P and Q be two r-admissible sequences and Ee^. Then

Qe(Q)<co implies that limn_œ (SnQ/SnP) exists (and is finite) a.e. on

E' = Ec\{x\ S„P(x) > 0}.

Before the proof we note that this theorem will only be used for the special case

where Q=fi,feLf. The theorem is stated for a general admissible sequence Q

for reasons of symmetry, since this does not add any difficulty.

The following proof is analogous to that given in [3] for the proof of the Chacon-

Ornstein theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2. If lim sup,^«, (SnQISnP) is infinite a.e. on a nonnegligible

subset G of E', then Theorem 1 gives that fic(0aaQG(?) for all a^O. This is a

contradiction, since QG(g)<oo by Lemma 2 and QG(P)>0.

If lim,,..» (SnQ¡SnP) does not exist on a nonnegligible subset H of E' then one

can find two numbers a<ß and an H'^H with il(H')>0 such that

lim inf (SnQ/SnP) í a < ß Í lim sup (SnQ¡SnP)
n-+co n-*ao

a.e. on H'. By Theorem 1, this implies that nH,(Q)^ßnH,(P) and

*nH,(P) ^ &h(Q)

which is a contradiction.

Identification of the limit. A positive contraction t induces a decomposition of

X into two parts of different characters. We state this result, which is due to Hopf

[10] and Chacon [5] in the following form:

Theorem 3. Let r be a positive contraction on L1=L(X,^, /¿). Then X can be

written as the union of two disjoint sets D and C, called the dissipative and con-

servative parts respectively, with the following properties:

(i)    For any feLt, Sx(f t)<oo, a.e. on D.

(ii)   For anyfeLi, S^ff, t) = oo or 0 a.e. on C.

(iii) Iff eLi andf=0 a.e. on D then t/=0 a.e. on D.

(iv) IffeLt andf=0 a.e. on D then \\rf\\ = ||/|.

Proof. Let feLuf>0 and

C = {X\ (S„(f, r))(x) - 00},

D - {X | (Sm(f, r)Xx) < »},

which are defined up to sets of measure zero. Then Theorem 2 implies that D and

C have the properties (i) and (ii).
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Now assume that (iii) is not true. Then one can find a function/e Li,/=0 a.e.

on D and a nonnegligible subset G of D and two numbers a, ß, such that 0 < a < rf

a.e. on G and Sx(f, r)uß a.e. on G. Since Sx(f, t) = oo a.e. on the support of/,

one can choose n large enough so that £„(/, t) ä; 2ß//a a.e. except on a set rY with

$H f^i^iG). Then it follows that Sn + 1(f, r)>ß on a nonnegligible subset of G,

which is a contradiction and proves (iii).

Finally assume that (iv) is not true. Then there exists a function fe Li,f=0 a.e.

on D such that ||/|| —1| i/|| = A > 0. Now choose n large enough so that

Sn(f, t)^2|/||//A a.e. except on a set if with ¡H /g^A. Then

l|Sn(/,T)||-||rSn(/,T)||   >   ¡/I.

But this is a contradiction, since J^otK/ll - ||T*+1/||]á |/||.

Definition 3. A (measurable) subset E of X is invariant (with respect to t) if

/eLj and/=0 a.e. on X— Limply that t/=0 a.e. on X—E.

Note that the previous theorem gives that C is invariant.

The following two lemmas formulate the recurrence properties of the conservative

part. Using these results we will obtain a simple interpretation of ÜB(P) (Lemma 5).

Lemma 3. Let E be a {measurable) subset of C, the conservative part, and let

fe LÎ, /= 0 a.e. on X- E. Then i)£(rn/) = ||/|| for all n^O.

Proof. For n = 0 the assertion is trivial. We first show that Q£(t/)= ||/||.

Let x and y/ be the characteristic functions of E and X— E respectively and let

R{rf t, E) = {g0, gx, ■ ■ ■} and R'(rf, r, E) = {g'0, g[,...} be the sequences defined as

£o = XT/, £0 = xV>

gn = XTg'n-X, gn = x'Tg'n-X, » à 1,

and

TBf=S„[R(Tf,T,E)].

It is easy to check that te can be extended linearly to the L1 space LX{E) of

integrable functions with support in E and be considered as a positive contraction

on this space. Note that 0£(t/) = || tb/|| . An induction argument shows that, for

all n ä 0,  Sn(f, t) ^ Sn(f, te) a.e.  on E.  Hence te is conservative on E and

£W) = K/I = ¡/Il.

Now assume that 0.E(Tnf)= \\f\\ for w=0, 1,..., N. Then

nE(rN + 1f) - ^(rxr^ + ^Tx'T^/) =  ||XtY||+ i)£(X'r"/)

= a^f) = ¡/il.

Here we use the fact that ß£(g) = &E(rg) if g = 0 a.e. on L.
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Definition 4. Let £ be a subset of the conservative part C and let JB be the

class of all invariant subsets of C which contain E. Then the measure-theoretic

intersection 1(E) of the elements of JE is the smallest invariant set containing E.

Note that 1(E) is defined up to a set of measure zero and is an invariant set. If

g is an Li function whose support is equal to E, then Sœ(g, r) = oo a.e. on 1(E),

and Sx(g, t) = 0 a.e. on X-I(E).

Lemma 4. Let E be a subset of C and let f be an Li function which has support in

1(E). Then nE(f)=\\f\\.

Proof. First observe that if 01/á«, «eLj and Qb(h)=||h|| then iiB(/)=||/||.

Now let g e Li and let the support of g be equal to E. Then for any e > 0 there

exists an « such that Sn(g, t) £/ a.e. except on a set G with JG /¡> ||/|| — e. Since

QsOSUg. T))= ll^nG?. T)||> we then have Q.E(f)^ ¡|/|| -e, which proves the lemma.

Lemma 5. If E is a subset of the conservative part C, then, for any r-admissible

sequence P,

nE(P) = lim f    Pn.
*■-><*> Jhe)

Proof. First we have, directly from the definitions, that

QE(P) í Um f    Pn.
n-»a> J[(E)

Hence, if QE(P) = oo the proof is complete. Otherwise the previous lemma gives that

Q.E(P) ä ClE(p'n) where p'n = xipn ^Li, Xi being the characteristic function of 1(E).

This implies the conclusion of the lemma.

Lemma 6. The invariant subsets of C form a v-field J with respect to C.

Proof. The only nontrivial step of the proof is to show that if I<= C is invariant

then I' = C— /is also invariant. Let t,, be defined as in the proof of Lemma 3. If

/' is not invariant one can find a function feLi, /=0 a.e. on X—V such that

lT/'/ll < 11/11 • But this contradicts the fact that rv is conservative.

Lemma 7. Let Qc(g)<oo. Then the restriction of A = limn_c0 (SnQ/SnP) to C is

an J-measurable function.

Proof. Let Ea = {x | h(x)^a} n C. If I(Ea) n (C— Ea) has nonzero measure,

then there exists an e > 0 such that I(Ea) n (C—Ea-S) = G has also nonzero measure.

Let H = 1(G) n £a. Then it follows that 1(H) = 1(G), or Í20( • ) = £1H( ■ ). Now on H,

lhrin^oo (SnQISnP)^a which implies that ClH(Q)7>aQH(P) and from an analogous
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consideration for G one obtains that ü.G(Q)^(a — e)Q.G(P). But this is a contra-

diction and shows that Ea e J.

A standard approximation procedure of measurable functions by simple

functions leads to the following result.

Theorem 4. Let I be an invariant subset ofC, P and Q be two admissible sequences,

such that (SXP) > 0 a.e. on I and Cl,(P) < oo, Q¡(Q) < oo. Then

lim   \ qn= lim  \ hpn

withh = \\mn^ao{SríQ¡SnP).

Corollary. If h(C)«x>, Q.c{Q)<co and Sm(P)>0 a.e. on C, then

lim (SnQISnP) = lim ffj^l   a.e. on C.
n-»oo n-*oo £4 iPn\<s  J

Nonpositive operators. We now consider a general, not necessarily positive

contraction T. The following result [8], due to Chacon and Krengel, shows that T

can always be dominated, in a certain sense, by a positive contraction t.

Theorem 5. For every bounded linear operator T: Lx -> Lx //¡ere is a unique

bounded, linear and positive operator t:L%-*Li sucn that

0)   Hs|r|.
(ii)   ForallfeLx,\Tf\^r\f\.

(iii) IffeL} then r/=sup|9ls/.9eLl \Tg\.

Proof. Let & be the class of finite (measurable) partitions II = [Ex,..., En] of

X, partially ordered in the usual way. For any II = [Ey,..., En] e 3P and/eLx let

w= 2 i^/i

where x* is the characteristic function of Ek, k= 1,..., n. Also, let nn be a sequence

of nondecreasing partitions such that

lim IK/1 = sup Urn/«.
n-»<x> ixe&

One then defines T'/^im,,-.,*, rUnf (a.e.) and obtains the transformation r of the

theorem as the unique linear extension of r' to Lj. For further details we refer the

reader to [8].

Definition 5. The operator t as given by Theorem 5, is called the linear modulus

ofL.
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For the rest of this paper r will denote the linear modulus of T. The quantity

Q.E() is defined, as before, in terms of t. We note that a sequence P={p0, Pi, • ■ ■}

is r-admissible if and only if it is r-admissible.

Definition 6. Two Lx functions / and g are called equivalent (with respect to

T), in notation f~g, if there exists a strictly positive Lx function F, such that

lim sup ^/~8'P\ = 0 a.e. on C
71-CO OnV^S   T)

where C is the conservative part of X with respect to t.

It is clear that this relation is actually an equivalence relation. We also note that,

if/~gthen/+/¡~g + /iforany/!6L1 and also that Tnf~ /for all« ^ 1 by Lemma 1.

Definition 7. The nonnegative number

M=M(/) = inf||g||
9~f

is the minimal norm of/ (with respect to T).

In terms of these concepts we first note the following

Lemma 8. If Q.E( \ g \ ) £ a for all g~f then for any A > 0,77 > 0 there exists an h ~f

such that

||AI ̂  M+X   and    \   \h\ ä a-r¡
Je

where M is the minimal norm off.

Proof. Let 0<e<min (A, \r¡), ||g|| iM+e, g~f and consider

{c£0, <*i, • • •} = R(g, T, E),

{ß0,ß1,...} = R'(g,T,E),

{y0,Yl,...} = R(\g\,r,E),

{80, 0l,...} = R'(\g\, t, E),

where R and R' are as defined in the proof of Lemma 3.

Since O£(|g|) = 2"=o||yj äa, there exists an n such that 2£ = 0 ||yk| ^a~iv- Let

A = 2k = o <*k+ßn, which is equivalent to/. Then, by simple inductions we obtain

that

(M^)||«||   S   \\g\\   S M + e
and

M* 2 KII + II/M ^ Î lly*ll+ 118-11 S*+«
fc = 0 Jc = 0

and also \\ßn\\ i \\8n\\, 2£=0 K|| ^X=o \\yk\\ which imply that

if ü

î>*    ^ Î \\yk\\-2e^a-r,.
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The following lemma shows that if the norm of an Li-function / is very close to

its minimal norm, then the action of T on this function can be described in terms

of the action of t on |/|.

Lemma 9. Letfe Lx and let M be its minimal norm. Then for any e > 0 there exists

a 8>0 with the following property. If g~f and ||g||^M+S then one can find a

function A e Li with ||A|| < e and a set G with JG | g\ < e such that, for any n S: 0,

2 \Tkg-eiBT*\g\ i g 2 T"A
fc=0 fc=0

a.e. on (S n C) - G, where S is the support of g and 6 : S -> ( — ir, ir] is the phase ofg.

The proof of this theorem, although quite straightforward, is rather long and

will be divided into several sublemmas.

Let ij, 0<ij<ir, and S>0 be fixed and g~f, \g\ ^M+8. Define two sequences

R = {ro, rx, r2,...} and R'={r'0, r[, r'2,...} of Lx functions:

r0 = 0, r'0 = g,

rn = AnTr;_i,       r'n = (1-An) Tr;_i,       n ^ 1,

where An: X^ [0, 1] for all näl, such that An = 0 on the set'on which g = 0 or

Trn_i=0 or 6 — 7)<ph Trñ_i<0 + T7 (mod 2ir), where "ph" denotes the phase of

its argument. Outside of this set An is defined by the following (pointwise) relation

An = sup{i | O^i^l, 0-t,/2^ph [g +Sn_!Ä +r Tr;_ Já 0 + V2 (mod 2tt)}.

In what follows, if

A = {a0, ax,a2,...}

is a sequence of functions, \A\ and \\A\\ will denote the sequences

{|a0|, \at\, |a2|,...}    and   {||a0||, \\ax\\, \\a2\\,...}

respectively.

Lemma 10. (1 - cos (t?/2))5,0O [| i? || ̂  25.

Proof. First, an induction argument shows that 5B||/J|| + ||rn|| ^M+S. But we

also have that SnR + r'n~g, which combined with the first inequality, gives that

llgll+SjtflHIs + S./lll ̂ 28

or

2 [ik+5fc-iÄ|| + iirfc||-ik+skj«ii] ^ 28.
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Now, at almost every point on the support of rk, the difference between the phases

of g + SkR and rk is at least 17/2. Hence

\g + SkR\ =g \g + Sk_1R\ + \rk\ cos%

or

(l-cos|)s„|/i|| ^ 28

for all w^O.

Lemma 11. Let G be the part of the support of g on which ph (g + S7lR) = 6 — r¡l2

or e + r¡ß for at least one n^O. Then (1 -cos (ij/2)) J"G |g| ^28.

Proof. Write G as the union of disjoint sets Gu G2,... such that on G„ the

phase of g + SkR is in the (open) interval (6 — r¡¡2, 0 + ^/2) for all k = 0, 1,..., « —1,

but the phase of g + SnR is 0 — ̂/2 or 0 + 17/2.

Hence on Gn:

\g+SnR\ i \g\cos^+Sn\R\

or

(l-cos|)|g| Ú \g\+Sn\R\-\g+SnR\ = cn

where the last equality defines cn.

From the proof of the previous lemma we have that Jcn^28 for all n^l.

Hence,

28 2;fCni>f cn^  f   Í   c«=(l-cosí) Í „        \8\>
J JuiUiG* „f 1 Jc„ \ ¿I Jvl=1ak

since cn is a nondecreasing sequence in n.

Lemma 12. Let the sequence H={h0, hu ...} be defined as h0 = 0,

K = i-|rA-i| — ITr;_i|,       n ^ 1.

Then

S*\H\ ú S.

Proof. First, an induction argument shows that

flTrUI á M-S^M-Stim,      kUl.

Now
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Hence

M S Su-ilRl + lTZ-xi

í \\g\\Sk\\H\\

^ M+8-Sk\\H\\,

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 13. Let

an = rn\g\- 2T""*W-KI

and

Then

and

bn = ew\r-\g\- 2r--k\rk\]-rn.
L k = X J

On =   2   Tn~kh«

\bn\ ^ an+i¡Tn\g\   a.e. on (Cn S)-G.

Proof. The first assertion follows directly from the definitions. For the second

assertion, we first note that

bn = «"[t"|s|- "2 Tn-k\rk\]-[r'n+\rn\ete].
L k = X J

On (C n S) - G we have either An = 0 or An = 1. If An = 0 then rn = 0 and the phase of

/■; = Tr;_i is in the interval (0-r?, 0+tj). But |rn|^Tn|g| and \bn\^an+7¡rn\g\

follows. If An= l then r'n=0 and |è„| =an.

Proof of Lemma 9. From the definitions and the previous lemma we have that

\e«r»\g\-T"g\ í \bn\+2 2 T»-"|rfc|

£v**\g\+ 2 Tn-"(hk+2\rk\).
k = X

2 \eierk\g\-T"g\ ï J r"[ri\g\+S„(H+2\R\)].
k = 0 Jc = 0

& = v\g\+Sx(H+2\R\).

Therefore

Let
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Then

48
|A|| ̂ lk«+s+

1-COS2

Choose rj, so that Mr¡ i e/4, 0 < 17 < -n and choose S satisfying

0<8<f6(l-cos^).

Then it is easily seen that ||A|| ̂  e and JG | g\ < e.

A general ergodic theorem. We now apply Lemmas 8 and 9 and the results for

positive contractions to prove the following general ergodic theorem, due to Chacon

[6], [7]. This theorem gives a mutual generalization of the Dunford-Schwartz

theorem [9] and the Chacon-Ornstein theorem [4]. We note that Chacon's original

paper [7] does not contain some details of the proof. A complete but rather compli-

cated proof of the theorem appeared in [12].

Theorem 6. ForanyfeL^

(1) lim (Sn(f, T)/SnP)

exists (and is finite) a.e. on {x \ 0<SxP(x)}.

Proof. We can assume that 0<SMP a.e. Since \Sn(f, T)\^Sn(\f\, t), it is also

clear that lim supn_co (\Sn(f T)\ISnP) is finite a.e. and that the limit (1) exists a.e.

on D, the dissipative part of t. If it fails to exist on a nonnegligible subset of the

conservative part C, then there exist a number a < 0 and a nonnegligible set £<= C

such that

(2) lim sup  \(Sn(f, T)ISnP)-(Sm(f, T)¡SmP)\ Z «       a.e. on E.
n.m-* 00

We can also assume the existence of a number ß > 0 such that

(3) lim sup (\Sn(f, T)\ISnP) i ß       a.e. on E.
n-*co

Note that (2) and (3) are valid for any g~f.

Now (2) implies that, for any g~f, a/2^lim supn^„o (Sn(\f\, T)/SnP) a.e. on E.

Hence, by Theorem 1,

£lE(\g\) ^ iaQE(P)        (>0)

for any g~f, and by Lemma 8, for any S>0 one can find a g~f such that

\\g\\èM+8<md

(4) f |*| £ i«nE(P).
Je
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Now let e > 0 be a fixed number and choose S > 0, g, A, G as they are given by Lemma

9. We also assume that g satisfies (4).

Let F=(E—G) n S where S is the support of g. Then, by Lemma 9,

2 \Tkg-ewTk\g\ | é 2 T"A
k=0 k=0

a.e. on F, with ||A|| ¿e and

(5) Í  1^1  =   Í  \g\-°^l«CiE(P)-e
Jf Je

We now have, a.e. on F,

ß S: lim sup Sn(g, T) |

(6)

Let

> lim

SnP

Sn(\g\,r)

n-><x>        u„.S„P

^limMlkO
n-*oo       Jnr

fl-lim  5"(A'T)1-
L1 T«sn(\g\,T)\

/=lim^A-)
n^ooS'ndgl, t)

Then, from Theorem 1 and Lemma 7 it follows that

JFl\g\* ¡All S«.

Since / ̂  0, if Ä = F n {x | /(*) ̂  |} then

if      1*1 á «Jf-r

which, combined with (5) implies that

f kl è i«n£(P)-3£.
Jr

Now, by (6),

hence

(7)

lim Sni[gl t) ^ 2ß       a.e. on R,
n~* oo        unr

QB(P) ^ ^ QB(|f |) ^ -jj [iaD£(P)-3e].
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On the other hand, (2) implies that, a.e. on R,

\Sn(g,T)   Sm(g,T)\a i lim sup

= lim 5"fl,g¡; t) lim sup

SnP SmP

Sn(g, T)        Sm(g, T)

ewSn(\g\, r)   eiSSm(\g\,r)

^2 1im^lim-^ = 2 1im^.
n—oo        J,r        n-»co onI|g|, T) n->°o     On.r

Hence

(8) QR(P) Z I 0B(A) è ~

But, if e is sufficiently small, (7) and (8) are incompatible, which means that the

assumption (2) cannot be true and completes the proof.
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